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Jan Lundberg, independent oil industry analyst and eco-activist, spoke at the University of Oklahoma's petroleum
engineering school for its Bridging Fuels for the Future Seminar Series, August 30, 2011.


Oklahoma's petroleum academia hosted this critic of the region's big hope: natural gas.  In addition to upholding
academic freedom, the University may have had to temper graduates' expectations of entry into lucrative jobs -- given
the realities of fracking, peak oil, and climate change.  


 
Watch Jan's lecture: 

[This video will be available as a DVD at Culture Change's exhibit table at the Nov. 2-6 annual meeting of the Association
for the Study of Peak Oil and Gas, Washington D.C.*]
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Jan Lundberg speaking at University of Oklahoma's Devon Energy Hall on Aug. 30, 2011

[About that plastic water bottle, Jan says, "I wish I could say it was an intended prop, but when it was brought to me, at
least I was able to hold it up as an example of petroleum!"]


For a written version of the speech based roughly on notes and Jan's outline, go to this article published in September on
Culture Change:
Natural Gas: a Bridge to Nowhere? - Oklahoma's petroleum academia hosts critic


* * * * *


*To attend the peak oil meeting in DC, visit ASPO-USA Conference.  The duration is Nov. 2-6, 2011, and the excellent
location is the Hyatt Regency Washington on Capitol Hill. 
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